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RAAG WINS PRESTIGIOUS
ROAD SAFETY AWARD.

NATIONAL
NEWS

SUSIE WHITEHEAD
REST AREA
FINALLY OPENED

INSTRUMENTAL
IN ASSISTING
VULNERABLE
ROAD USERS

www.raag.com.au

Noel Lang (Centre) proudly accepts RAAG’s
award from Mike Keating, Road Policing
Command (Left) & Dennis Walsh (General
Manager DTMR (Land Transport Safety)

RAAG has worked tirelessly to
provide adequate rest areas for
motorists in the Mackay region. The
latest initiative has been focused on
the Peak Downs Highway with the
construction of a heavy vehicle rest
area at Nebo and, most recently, the
Susie Whitehead Memorial Rest Area
also at Nebo.
The rest areas will provide motorists
and heavy vehicle drivers with
excellent facilities to break their
journeys and rest when undertaking
tiring trips on the highway.

Road Accident Action Group (RAAG)
Mackay has won the Community
Award at the 2017 Queensland Road
Safety Awards.
The aim of the awards is to recognise
and honour outstanding efforts of
individuals and groups who have
initiated projects or programs to
improve safety on Queensland roads.
RAAG entered a project around
fatigue; one of Queensland Police
Service’s Fatal 5.

SOURCE: GRAEME RANSLEY

Large modern shade shelter complete
with solar lighting at the Susie Whitehead
Memorial Rest Area, Nebo.

Full story within this edition.

LOCAL NEWS: Chain of Responsibility

SOURCE: NHVR.GOV.AU

NHVR: Presents Chain of Responsibility
seminar in Mackay.

RAAG is currently organising a
seminar on the changes to the State
Government’s Chain of Responsibility
legislation. It will be held at the
Mackay Entertainment and Convention

Center on the 25th October as part of
Safety Month.
The seminar is presented by the
National Heavy Vehicle Regulator
and will include a panel to highlight a
significant step forward in recognising
that everyone in the supply chain has
a role to play in ensuring heavy vehicle
safety.

The seminar is made possible by
support from Mackay Regional Council,
the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator
and Resource Industry Network.
Source: NHVR.

COR SEMINAR
Wed 25th October
8:30am (rego & coffee)
9am - 1pm @ MECC
$25 (p/p catering fee)

Book tickets here.

Proudly supported by:
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QUEENSLAND’S ROAD TOLL

2016:

FATALITIES

2017:

FATALITIES

Nebo Rest Area Opens to
Honour Local Road Safety
Warrior – Susie Whitehead

SOURCE: www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Safety/Transport-and-road-statistics/Road-safety-statistics

ROAD TOLL: Stats are getting higher.

NATIONAL NEWS
SOURCE: CAROL SINGLE

L to R: John Frater, Geoff Bethel, Graeme Ransley, Noel
Lang, Carol Single, John Whitehead, Bob Sim, Ian Single.

SOURCE: NRSPP

QUAD BIKE STUDY FINDINGS.
As a rural area with our economy relying heavily
on agriculture, quad bikes are a common sight on
farms around the district. However, recent study by
the University of New South Wales highlighted some
frightening findings.
• One in every two riders surveyed had had a crash
incident with a Quad bike.
• Around two-thirds of the crashes involved a
rollover, which is consistent with previous results on
Quad bike crashes that result in a fatality.
• Mustering livestock on farms is a high-risk activity
for crashing. It is likely this is because the rider’s
attention is distracted away from the essential task
of controlling the Quad bike while negotiating the
uneven farming terrain.
• There were no incidents identified in the in-field
data where a serious chest or head injury was
attributed to or associated with a Quadbar™ or
Lifeguard™ OPD. Similarly, there have not been any
fatalities identified in this study or elsewhere where
these OPDs fitted to the Quad bike were causal to a
fatal injury.
Read the full article here.
Source: National Road Safety Partnership Program

At 3pm on Friday 11th August 2017 the dream of
one of RAAG’s tireless members, the late Susie
Whitehead was realised with the opening of a
modern rest area at Nebo. Susie passed away
in 2014 believing that a fully equipped rest area
at Nebo would help to reduce the incidence of
fatigue related accidents on the Peak Downs
Highway.
To highlight fatigue awareness Susie coordinated
the many 24 hour, 14 day “Nebo Roadsafe
September” rest-stops, manned by volunteers,
supported by RAAG, mining companies and the
whole community, combined with numerous
corflute crash site signs along the highway.
RAAG was successful in receiving funding from
various business and community organisations
which enabled the rest area to become a reality.
The project was passionately managed by
Graeme Ransley in a volunteer capacity.
Issac Regional Council Mayor Anne Baker
opened the Susie Whitehead Memorial Rest
Area complete with specially procured shade
shelter, solar lighting and a drink fountain. More
than 80 friends, family and supporters were in
attendance.
Cont’d next page.
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Mayor Anne Baker opens the rest area.

Members of Walkerston Rotary skillfully errecting the shade
shelter.

SOURCE: COL BALDOCK, NEIL BLACKBURN, ROB OLIVER, GREG PLATH

The Susie Whitehead Memorial Rest Area initiative
would not have been possible without the support
of the local community; Queensland Transport
and Main Roads, Rio Tinto, Isaac Regional Council,
Civeo, Minespec Parts, Walkerston Rotary, local
Freemasons, Nebo Town Rural Fire Brigade,
numerous local businesses and community groups
and families who made valuable donations to see
Susie’s vision for road safety in the Nebo area
come to life.

Driving Tip of the Month : SAFE FOLLOWING DISTANCES ARE A WIN-WIN
Rear end crashes are one of the most common
crash types and one of the easiest to avoid.
A recent study by Dr Sebastien Demmel, from
CARRS-Q, says that “Fifty-five per cent of drivers
were found to leave less than a two second gap
between them and the vehicle in front, and 44 per
cent less than a one second.” So if you are sitting
in a room with one other person there is a good
chance that one of you is a tailgater and the scary
part is that it may be you and you may not realize it.

meters before you apply the brakes bringing the
total stopping distance to more than 50metres.
Scary stuff when you think about it. Count the
seconds between you and the car in front when
they pass a reference point of some kind. A shadow
or road marking will do. 1001, 1002, 1003. If you get
to the point before you get the count out you are
too close. Don’t risk you and your passengers by
unknowingly being a tailgater.
Source: Queensland University of Technology

The truth is that even a 2 second gap is not enough,
no less than 3 is ideal. If you are well rested, not
fatigued and not being distracted it will take you
about 1.5 seconds to respond to an emergency up
ahead. If you are traveling at 60kph you will travel
25 meters (approx. 5 car lengths) to respond before
needing a further 20 metres or more under brakes.
An extra 0.5 sec reaction time adds a further 8

Click here to see “How long it takes to stop when
driving an average family car”.
See stopping distances as infographic information
and in text format.

No less than a 3 second gap is ideal.
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Q: How and why did you get involved with RAAG?
A: Former Road Safety Secretary, Graeme Ransley,
introduced me to RAAG in 2010 at the QLD Road Safety
Awards. I have been a member since that day.

SEPT 2017

RAAG IN THE COMMUNITY:
Instrumental in assisting our
vulnerable road users

Q: What is your main role within RAAG?
A: Aside from being a committee member I like to think I
am an active participant and seem to look at things from
a slightly different perspective to others which leads to
healthy discussion within the group.
Q: If you could make an impact or change peoples’
behaviours towards road safety, what would it be?
A: I encourage all drivers and riders to think more about
how they plan their journey. Travelling at different times
of the day or taking a different route can reduce risk. Also
thinking about the motivations of others. Few drivers
make mistakes on purpose but we know mistakes can
be made sometimes. Lifting off the accelerator or giving
another driver some space is an easy and low stress way
of dealing with traffic. It costs nothing to drive like this.
Q: What RAAG campaigns have you been involved with?
A: The Truckie Reviver Project at Waverly Creek was a
highlight and RAAG demonstrated the effectiveness
of having well planned and placed rest areas for heavy
vehicles. As a motorcycle rider trainer delivering, Qride
Training and Assessments, I am concerned about
motorcycle safety. Being heavily involved with the
Vulnerable Road User Project in Mackay assisting TMR to
complete road audits using an instrumented motorcycle is
rewarding.
Q: Anything else you would like to share with our readers?
A: Road Safety is a shared responsibility. The roads are
for all road users to safely get from point A to point B.
Start your journey a few minutes earlier, leave a 3 second
gap, look 6 seconds ahead and see at least 12 seconds
down the road. Manage anything that has the potential to
cause you to slow down or change direction. Plus brush
up on the road rules. Often what we know and what we do
are worlds apart.
Road Safety is free - Use it today.

RAAG
CONTACTS:
RAAG meets on the second Thursday of each

month - 10am at the Department of Transport
and Main Roads, Ness Street, Mackay.

* Please note that venues are subject to change so please confirm this
via email, if you would like to attend.

Email: admin@raag.com.au
Postal: PO Box 3105, Mackay North, QLD 4740
Website: www.raag.com.au

SOURCE: DAILY MERCURY

RAAG member and Learn 2 Ride owner Brett Hoskin on
TMR’s instrumented bike.
Transport and Main Roads has listed the worst stretches
of roadway in our region for motorcycle crashes to
highlight our unusually high crash rate. TMR has
deployed an experienced rider on an ‘instrumental
motorcycle’, a kitted-up Yamaha FJR, to provide real-time
commentary and electronic road measurements on the
roads.
Motorcyclists are vulnerable road users and RAAG is
assisting with the safety audit aimed at identifying
parameters to improve riding conditions specifically
for motorcyclists through in-depth quantitative risk
assessments. Priority roads undergoing audit include
Maraju-Yakapari Road, Mirani-Mt Ossa Road and
Mackay-Eungella Road from Netherdale to the top of the
range and from the start to Crediton.

Chairman: Noel Lang 0409 588 454
Road Safety Coordinator: Richard Incledon 0455 022 299
Vice Chairman: Brett Hoskin
Secretary: Carol Single
Treasurer: John Frater
Committee Members: Graeme Ransley, Mark Lalor, Geoff
Bethel, Peter Lewis, Andrew Triffett, Nicole Biki, Darryl Martin
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